Comet Class - Term 4 Learning News!
Maths

Life Skills

Number: We will be generalising our number

In Term 4 we will learn how to create a

knowledge in all areas of our school

typical dish from China and we will learn how

curriculum. We will be counting cookies in

different/similar is from our diet. We will

cooking, counting steps on our walks and

also learn about climate and climate change
and how our lifestyle can impact.

counting colours while creating abstract art.

Literacy
Speaking: We will be developing our
communication skills with unfamiliar
people.
Listening: We are developing our turn
taking skills and sharing skills whilst using
the interactive screen to choose

Shape, Space and measure: We will talk

English/Maths songs.

about the shapes and sizes of the cookies

Writing: We will practice how to write
“Happy New Year” in Chinese. We will

LIFESTYLES
ICT

also learn the colours in Spanish.
Reading: We will be reading instructions
to make cookies.

We will be using ICT for leisure and learning
purposes. We will be developing our sharing
General Homework Ideas…

and turn taking skills through the interactive
screen.

Tasting different fruit and vegetables.
Going on a walk and talking about
what you can see. Talking about
different cultures. Playing games such

PE
This term in PE we will use benches and
apparatus to create different circuits to
develop our gross motor skills, core stability
and strength. We will also learn different
relaxing techniques.

as bingo, Pop-Up Pirate and iPad
Food Technology

games to develop turn taking and

This term we will be making and decorating

sharing skills.

cookies to sell them. We will also have a

Doing free painting using crayons

Chinese New Year week, where we will work on
chopping some vegetables to make a stir-fry.

and/or paint.

Art
This term we will be learning abstract art techniques. We will do free painting using cold and warm colours. We will also mix colours to create new
ones.

